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ACCSSHOM                       Do you have access to the Internet from 
                               your home? 
ACCSSINT                       Do you have access to the Internet? 
AGE                            Respondent age 
AGE4                           Age - 4 Categories 
AGE7                           Age - 7 Categories 
ASEV                           [Asthma? ] ...Have you ever been told by 
                               a doctor or other health professional 
                               that you had... 
ATTND14                        When you were 14, about how often did 
                               you usually attend religious services? 
ATTNDNOW                       About how often do you attend religious 
                               services? 
BRNOUT                         Were you born outside of the United 
                               States? 
BURDEN1                        How burdensome was it to complete this 
                               survey? 
BURDEN2                        How difficult was it to answer the 
                               questions? 
CANEV                          [Cancer or a malignancy of any kind?] 
                               ...Have you ever been told by a doctor 
                               or other health professional that you 
                               had... 
CERVICWHEN_A                   When did you have your most recent test 
                               to check for cervical cancer? 
CERVIC_FU                      In the past 5 years, did any of your 
                               cervical cancer screening tests require 
                               follow-up to check for cancer or 
                               precancerous cells? 
CEVOLUN1                       During the past 12 months, did you spend 
                               any time volunteering for any 
                               organization or association? 
CEVOLUN2                       ...During the past 12 months, have you 
                               done any of these types of activities? 
CEVOTELC                       Did you vote in the last local 
                               elections, such as for mayor, 
                               councilmembers, or school board? 
CHDEV                          [Coronary heart disease?] ...Have you 
                               ever been told by a doctor or other 
                               health professional that you had... 
CHLEV                          [High cholesterol?] ...Have you ever 
                               been told by a doctor or other health 
                               professional that you had... 
CONDOM                         Have you ever had sex with a partner who 
                               used a condom? 
CONT_SEX_NOSEX_1               [Birth control pills] A list of 
                               methods...to prevent pregnancy or to 
                               prevent sexually transmitted disease is 
                               shown below. Please indicate if you have 
                               ever used the method... 
CONT_SEX_NOSEX_10              [Contraceptive patch (Ortho-Evra or 
                               Xulane)] A list of methods...to prevent 
                               pregnancy or to prevent sexually 
                               transmitted disease is shown below. 
                               Please indicate if you have ever used 
                               the method... 
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CONT_SEX_NOSEX_11              [Vaginal contraceptive ring ] A list of 
                               methods...to prevent pregnancy or to 
                               prevent sexually transmitted disease is 
                               shown below. Please indicate if you have 
                               ever used the method... 
CONT_SEX_NOSEX_12              [Emergency contraception pills] A list 
                               of methods...to prevent pregnancy or to 
                               prevent sexually transmitted disease is 
                               shown below. Please indicate if you have 
                               ever used the method... 
CONT_SEX_NOSEX_13              [Hormonal implant] A list of 
                               methods...to prevent pregnancy or to 
                               prevent sexually transmitted disease is 
                               shown below. Please indicate if you have 
                               ever used the method... 
CONT_SEX_NOSEX_14              [IUD (intrauterine device)] A list of 
                               methods...to prevent pregnancy or to 
                               prevent sexually transmitted disease is 
                               shown below. Please indicate if you have 
                               ever used the method... 
CONT_SEX_NOSEX_15              [Vaginal Contraceptive Film] A list of 
                               methods...to prevent pregnancy or to 
                               prevent sexually transmitted disease is 
                               shown below. Please indicate if you have 
                               ever used the method... 
CONT_SEX_NOSEX_16              [Diaphragm] A list of methods...to 
                               prevent pregnancy or to prevent sexually 
                               transmitted disease is shown below. 
                               Please indicate if you have ever used 
                               the method... 
CONT_SEX_NOSEX_17              [Female condom, internal condom] A list 
                               of methods...to prevent pregnancy or to 
                               prevent sexually transmitted disease is 
                               shown below. Please indicate if you have 
                               ever used the method... 
CONT_SEX_NOSEX_18              [Foam] A list of methods...to prevent 
                               pregnancy or to prevent sexually 
                               transmitted disease is shown below. 
                               Please indicate if you have ever used 
                               the method... 
CONT_SEX_NOSEX_19              [Jelly or cream] A list of methods...to 
                               prevent pregnancy or to prevent sexually 
                               transmitted disease is shown below. 
                               Please indicate if you have ever used 
                               the method... 
CONT_SEX_NOSEX_2               [Condoms (male partner's)] A list of 
                               methods...to prevent pregnancy or to 
                               prevent sexually transmitted disease is 
                               shown below. Please indicate if you have 
                               ever used the method... 
CONT_SEX_NOSEX_20              [Cervical cap] A list of methods...to 
                               prevent pregnancy or to prevent sexually 
                               transmitted disease is shown below. 
                               Please indicate if you have ever used 
                               the method... 
CONT_SEX_NOSEX_21              [Suppository, insert] A list of 
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                               methods...to prevent pregnancy or to 
                               prevent sexually transmitted disease is 
                               shown below. Please indicate if you have 
                               ever used the method... 
CONT_SEX_NOSEX_22              [Today sponge] A list of methods...to 
                               prevent pregnancy or to prevent sexually 
                               transmitted disease is shown below. 
                               Please indicate if you have ever used 
                               the method... 
CONT_SEX_NOSEX_23              [Phexxi Gel] A list of methods...to 
                               prevent pregnancy or to prevent sexually 
                               transmitted disease is shown below. 
                               Please indicate if you have ever used 
                               the method... 
CONT_SEX_NOSEX_24              [Lunelle (once-a-month shot)] A list of 
                               methods...to prevent pregnancy or to 
                               prevent sexually transmitted disease is 
                               shown below. Please indicate if you have 
                               ever used the method... 
CONT_SEX_NOSEX_25              [Other method, please specify] A list of 
                               methods...to prevent pregnancy or to 
                               prevent sexually transmitted disease is 
                               shown below. Please indicate if you have 
                               ever used the method... 
CONT_SEX_NOSEX_3               [Partner's vasectomy] A list of 
                               methods...to prevent pregnancy or to 
                               prevent sexually transmitted disease is 
                               shown below. Please indicate if you have 
                               ever used the method... 
CONT_SEX_NOSEX_4               [Depo-Provera injectables] A list of 
                               methods...to prevent pregnancy or to 
                               prevent sexually transmitted disease is 
                               shown below. Please indicate if you have 
                               ever used the method... 
CONT_SEX_NOSEX_5               [Withdrawal, pulling out] A list of 
                               methods...to prevent pregnancy or to 
                               prevent sexually transmitted disease is 
                               shown below. Please indicate if you have 
                               ever used the method... 
CONT_SEX_NOSEX_6               [Calendar rhythm method] A list of 
                               methods...to prevent pregnancy or to 
                               prevent sexually transmitted disease is 
                               shown below. Please indicate if you have 
                               ever used the method... 
CONT_SEX_NOSEX_7               [Standard Days or CycleBeads method] A 
                               list of methods...to prevent pregnancy 
                               or to prevent sexually transmitted 
                               disease is shown below. Please indicate 
                               if you have ever used the method... 
CONT_SEX_NOSEX_8               ['Safe period by temperature' or 
                               'cervical mucus test'] A list of 
                               methods...to prevent pregnancy or to 
                               prevent sexually transmitted disease is 
                               shown below. Please indicate if you have 
                               ever used the method... 
CONT_SEX_NOSEX_9               [Natural Cycles app to prevent 
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                               pregnancy] A list of methods...to 
                               prevent pregnancy or to prevent sexually 
                               transmitted disease is shown below. 
                               Please indicate if you have ever used 
                               the method... 
CONT_SEX_NOSEX_DK              [DON'T KNOW] A list of methods...to 
                               prevent pregnancy or to prevent sexually 
                               transmitted disease is shown below. 
                               Please indicate if you have ever used 
                               the method... 
CONT_SEX_NOSEX_PHONEA          [Birth control pills] A list of methods 
                               that some people use to prevent 
                               pregnancy or to prevent sexually 
                               transmitted disease. Please tell me if 
                               you have ever used the method for any 
                               reason. 
CONT_SEX_NOSEX_PHONEB          [Condoms (male partner's)] A list of 
                               methods that some people use to prevent 
                               pregnancy or to prevent sexually 
                               transmitted disease. Please tell me if 
                               you have ever used the method for any 
                               reason. 
CONT_SEX_NOSEX_PHONEC          [Partner's vasectomy] A list of methods 
                               that some people use to prevent 
                               pregnancy or to prevent sexually 
                               transmitted disease. Please tell me if 
                               you have ever used the method for any 
                               reason. 
CONT_SEX_NOSEX_PHONED          [Depo-Provera injectables] A list of 
                               methods that some people use to prevent 
                               pregnancy or to prevent sexually 
                               transmitted disease. Please tell me if 
                               you have ever used the method for any 
                               reason. 
CONT_SEX_NOSEX_PHONEE          [Withdrawal, pulling out] A list of 
                               methods that some people use to prevent 
                               pregnancy or to prevent sexually 
                               transmitted disease. Please tell me if 
                               you have ever used the method for any 
                               reason. 
CONT_SEX_NOSEX_PHONEF          [Calendar rhythm method] A list of 
                               methods that some people use to prevent 
                               pregnancy or to prevent sexually 
                               transmitted disease. Please tell me if 
                               you have ever used the method for any 
                               reason. 
CONT_SEX_NOSEX_PHONEG          [Standard Days or CycleBeads method] A 
                               list of methods that some people use to 
                               prevent pregnancy or to prevent sexually 
                               transmitted disease. Please tell me if 
                               you have ever used the method for any 
                               reason. 
CONT_SEX_NOSEX_PHONEH          [Safe period by temperature or cervical 
                               mucus test] A list of methods that some 
                               people use to prevent pregnancy or to 
                               prevent sexually transmitted disease. 
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                               Please tell me if you have ever used the 
                               method for any reason. 
CONT_SEX_NOSEX_PHONEI          [Natural Cycles app to prevent 
                               pregnancy] A list of methods that some 
                               people use to prevent pregnancy or to 
                               prevent sexually transmitted disease. 
                               Please tell me if you have ever used the 
                               method for any reason. 
CONT_SEX_NOSEX_PHONEJ          [Contraceptive patch (Ortho-Evra or 
                               Xulane)] A list of methods that some 
                               people use to prevent pregnancy or to 
                               prevent sexually transmitted disease. 
                               Please tell me if you have ever used the 
                               method for any reason. 
CONT_SEX_NOSEX_PHONEK          [Vaginal contraceptive ring ] A list of 
                               methods that some people use to prevent 
                               pregnancy or to prevent sexually 
                               transmitted disease. Please tell me if 
                               you have ever used the method for any 
                               reason. 
CONT_SEX_NOSEX_PHONEL          [Emergency contraception pills] A list 
                               of methods that some people use to 
                               prevent pregnancy or to prevent sexually 
                               transmitted disease. Please tell me if 
                               you have ever used the method for any 
                               reason. 
CONT_SEX_NOSEX_PHONEM          [Hormonal implant] A list of methods 
                               that some people use to prevent 
                               pregnancy or to prevent sexually 
                               transmitted disease. Please tell me if 
                               you have ever used the method for any 
                               reason. 
CONT_SEX_NOSEX_PHONEN          [IUD (intrauterine device)] A list of 
                               methods that some people use to prevent 
                               pregnancy or to prevent sexually 
                               transmitted disease. Please tell me if 
                               you have ever used the method for any 
                               reason. 
CONT_SEX_NOSEX_PHONEO          [Vaginal Contraceptive Film] A list of 
                               methods that some people use to prevent 
                               pregnancy or to prevent sexually 
                               transmitted disease. Please tell me if 
                               you have ever used the method for any 
                               reason. 
CONT_SEX_NOSEX_PHONEP          [Diaphragm] A list of methods that some 
                               people use to prevent pregnancy or to 
                               prevent sexually transmitted disease. 
                               Please tell me if you have ever used the 
                               method for any reason. 
CONT_SEX_NOSEX_PHONEQ          [Female condom, internal condom] A list 
                               of methods that some people use to 
                               prevent pregnancy or to prevent sexually 
                               transmitted disease. Please tell me if 
                               you have ever used the method for any 
                               reason. 
CONT_SEX_NOSEX_PHONER          [Foam] A list of methods that some 
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                               people use to prevent pregnancy or to 
                               prevent sexually transmitted disease. 
                               Please tell me if you have ever used the 
                               method for any reason. 
CONT_SEX_NOSEX_PHONES          [Jelly or cream] A list of methods that 
                               some people use to prevent pregnancy or 
                               to prevent sexually transmitted disease. 
                               Please tell me if you have ever used the 
                               method for any reason. 
CONT_SEX_NOSEX_PHONET          [Cervical cap] A list of methods that 
                               some people use to prevent pregnancy or 
                               to prevent sexually transmitted disease. 
                               Please tell me if you have ever used the 
                               method for any reason. 
CONT_SEX_NOSEX_PHONEU          [Suppository, insert] A list of methods 
                               that some people use to prevent 
                               pregnancy or to prevent sexually 
                               transmitted disease. Please tell me if 
                               you have ever used the method for any 
                               reason. 
CONT_SEX_NOSEX_PHONEV          [Today sponge] A list of methods that 
                               some people use to prevent pregnancy or 
                               to prevent sexually transmitted disease. 
                               Please tell me if you have ever used the 
                               method for any reason. 
CONT_SEX_NOSEX_PHONEW          [Phexxi Gel] A list of methods that some 
                               people use to prevent pregnancy or to 
                               prevent sexually transmitted disease. 
                               Please tell me if you have ever used the 
                               method for any reason. 
CONT_SEX_NOSEX_PHONEX          [Lunelle (once-a-month shot)] A list of 
                               methods that some people use to prevent 
                               pregnancy or to prevent sexually 
                               transmitted disease. Please tell me if 
                               you have ever used the method for any 
                               reason. 
CONT_SEX_NOSEX_PHONEY          [Other method, please specify] A list of 
                               methods that some people use to prevent 
                               pregnancy or to prevent sexually 
                               transmitted disease. Please tell me if 
                               you have ever used the method for any 
                               reason. 
CONT_SEX_NOSEX_REF             [REFUSED] A list of methods...to prevent 
                               pregnancy or to prevent sexually 
                               transmitted disease is shown below. 
                               Please indicate if you have ever used 
                               the method... 
CONT_SEX_NOSEX_SKP             [SKIPPED ON WEB] A list of methods...to 
                               prevent pregnancy or to prevent sexually 
                               transmitted disease is shown below. 
                               Please indicate if you have ever used 
                               the method... 
CONT_SEX_NOSEX_WEB_1           [Birth control pills] A list of 
                               methods...to prevent pregnancy or to 
                               prevent sexually transmitted disease is 
                               shown below. Please indicate if you have 
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                               ever used the method... 
CONT_SEX_NOSEX_WEB_10          [Contraceptive patch (Ortho-Evra or 
                               Xulane)] A list of methods...to prevent 
                               pregnancy or to prevent sexually 
                               transmitted disease is shown below. 
                               Please indicate if you have ever used 
                               the method... 
CONT_SEX_NOSEX_WEB_11          [Vaginal contraceptive ring ] A list of 
                               methods...to prevent pregnancy or to 
                               prevent sexually transmitted disease is 
                               shown below. Please indicate if you have 
                               ever used the method... 
CONT_SEX_NOSEX_WEB_12          [Emergency contraception pills] A list 
                               of methods...to prevent pregnancy or to 
                               prevent sexually transmitted disease is 
                               shown below. Please indicate if you have 
                               ever used the method... 
CONT_SEX_NOSEX_WEB_13          [Hormonal implant] A list of 
                               methods...to prevent pregnancy or to 
                               prevent sexually transmitted disease is 
                               shown below. Please indicate if you have 
                               ever used the method... 
CONT_SEX_NOSEX_WEB_14          [IUD (intrauterine device)] A list of 
                               methods...to prevent pregnancy or to 
                               prevent sexually transmitted disease is 
                               shown below. Please indicate if you have 
                               ever used the method... 
CONT_SEX_NOSEX_WEB_15          [Vaginal Contraceptive Film] A list of 
                               methods...to prevent pregnancy or to 
                               prevent sexually transmitted disease is 
                               shown below. Please indicate if you have 
                               ever used the method... 
CONT_SEX_NOSEX_WEB_16          [Diaphragm] A list of methods...to 
                               prevent pregnancy or to prevent sexually 
                               transmitted disease is shown below. 
                               Please indicate if you have ever used 
                               the method... 
CONT_SEX_NOSEX_WEB_17          [Female condom, internal condom] A list 
                               of methods...to prevent pregnancy or to 
                               prevent sexually transmitted disease is 
                               shown below. Please indicate if you have 
                               ever used the method... 
CONT_SEX_NOSEX_WEB_18          [Foam] A list of methods...to prevent 
                               pregnancy or to prevent sexually 
                               transmitted disease is shown below. 
                               Please indicate if you have ever used 
                               the method... 
CONT_SEX_NOSEX_WEB_19          [Jelly or cream] A list of methods...to 
                               prevent pregnancy or to prevent sexually 
                               transmitted disease is shown below. 
                               Please indicate if you have ever used 
                               the method... 
CONT_SEX_NOSEX_WEB_2           [Condoms (male partner's)] A list of 
                               methods...to prevent pregnancy or to 
                               prevent sexually transmitted disease is 
                               shown below. Please indicate if you have 
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                               ever used the method... 
CONT_SEX_NOSEX_WEB_20          [Cervical cap] A list of methods...to 
                               prevent pregnancy or to prevent sexually 
                               transmitted disease is shown below. 
                               Please indicate if you have ever used 
                               the method... 
CONT_SEX_NOSEX_WEB_21          [Suppository, insert] A list of 
                               methods...to prevent pregnancy or to 
                               prevent sexually transmitted disease is 
                               shown below. Please indicate if you have 
                               ever used the method... 
CONT_SEX_NOSEX_WEB_22          [Today sponge] A list of methods...to 
                               prevent pregnancy or to prevent sexually 
                               transmitted disease is shown below. 
                               Please indicate if you have ever used 
                               the method... 
CONT_SEX_NOSEX_WEB_23          [Phexxi Gel] A list of methods...to 
                               prevent pregnancy or to prevent sexually 
                               transmitted disease is shown below. 
                               Please indicate if you have ever used 
                               the method... 
CONT_SEX_NOSEX_WEB_24          [Lunelle (once-a-month shot)] A list of 
                               methods...to prevent pregnancy or to 
                               prevent sexually transmitted disease is 
                               shown below. Please indicate if you have 
                               ever used the method... 
CONT_SEX_NOSEX_WEB_25          [Other method, please specify] A list of 
                               methods...to prevent pregnancy or to 
                               prevent sexually transmitted disease is 
                               shown below. Please indicate if you have 
                               ever used the method... 
CONT_SEX_NOSEX_WEB_3           [Partner's vasectomy] A list of 
                               methods...to prevent pregnancy or to 
                               prevent sexually transmitted disease is 
                               shown below. Please indicate if you have 
                               ever used the method... 
CONT_SEX_NOSEX_WEB_4           [Depo-Provera injectables] A list of 
                               methods...to prevent pregnancy or to 
                               prevent sexually transmitted disease is 
                               shown below. Please indicate if you have 
                               ever used the method... 
CONT_SEX_NOSEX_WEB_5           [Withdrawal, pulling out] A list of 
                               methods...to prevent pregnancy or to 
                               prevent sexually transmitted disease is 
                               shown below. Please indicate if you have 
                               ever used the method... 
CONT_SEX_NOSEX_WEB_6           [Calendar rhythm method] A list of 
                               methods...to prevent pregnancy or to 
                               prevent sexually transmitted disease is 
                               shown below. Please indicate if you have 
                               ever used the method... 
CONT_SEX_NOSEX_WEB_7           [Standard Days or CycleBeads method] A 
                               list of methods...to prevent pregnancy 
                               or to prevent sexually transmitted 
                               disease is shown below. Please indicate 
                               if you have ever used the method... 
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CONT_SEX_NOSEX_WEB_8           ['Safe period by temperature' or 
                               'cervical mucus test'] A list of 
                               methods...to prevent pregnancy or to 
                               prevent sexually transmitted disease is 
                               shown below. Please indicate if you have 
                               ever used the method... 
CONT_SEX_NOSEX_WEB_9           [Natural Cycles app to prevent 
                               pregnancy] A list of methods...to 
                               prevent pregnancy or to prevent sexually 
                               transmitted disease is shown below. 
                               Please indicate if you have ever used 
                               the method... 
CONT_SEX_NOSEX_WEB_DK          [DON'T KNOW] A list of methods...to 
                               prevent pregnancy or to prevent sexually 
                               transmitted disease is shown below. 
                               Please indicate if you have ever used 
                               the method... 
CONT_SEX_NOSEX_WEB_REF         [REFUSED] A list of methods...to prevent 
                               pregnancy or to prevent sexually 
                               transmitted disease is shown below. 
                               Please indicate if you have ever used 
                               the method... 
CONT_SEX_NOSEX_WEB_SKP         [SKIPPED ON WEB] A list of methods...to 
                               prevent pregnancy or to prevent sexually 
                               transmitted disease is shown below. 
                               Please indicate if you have ever used 
                               the method... 
COPDEV                         [Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease] 
                               ...Have you ever been told by a doctor 
                               or other health professional that you 
                               had... 
CURRCOV                        Are you currently covered by any kind of 
                               health insurance or some other kind of 
                               health care plan? 
CaseId                         Case ID 
DEPOPROV                       Have you ever used Depo-Provera, an 
                               injectable (or shot) given once every 
                               three months? 
DIBEV                          Has a doctor or other health 
                               professional ever told you that you had 
                               diabetes? 
DOLASTWK1                      Last week, what were you doing? 
DOV_EDS                        DATA-ONLY: tracks whether respondents 
                               experienced any behaviors listed in EDS8 
DOV_EVRCOHAB                   DATA-ONLY: respondent sexual partner 
                               cohabitation status 
DOV_GENDERMISMATCH             DATA-ONLY: mismatch status of gender at 
                               birth and current gender 
DOV_REASKSWITCH                DATA-ONLY: flag for mismatch between 
                               original SAAB or GENDER_ID reask 
                               variables 
DOV_RWRKST                     DATA-ONLY: respondent work status 
EDS8A                          [You are treated with less courtesy or 
                               respect than other people] ...how often 
                               have any of the following things 
                               happened to you? 
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EDS8B                          [You receive poorer service than other 
                               people at restaurants or stores] ...how 
                               often have any of the following things 
                               happened to you? 
EDS8C                          [People act as if they think you are not 
                               smart] ...how often have any of the 
                               following things happened to you? 
EDS8D                          [People act as if they are afraid of you 
                               ] ...how often have any of the following 
                               things happened to you? 
EDS8E                          [You are threatened or harassed] ...how 
                               often have any of the following things 
                               happened to you? 
EDS8F                          [People act like they think they are 
                               better than you] ...how often have any 
                               of the following things happened to you? 
EDS8G                          [People act as if they think you are 
                               dishonest] ...how often have any of the 
                               following things happened to you? 
EDS8H                          [You are called names or insulted] 
                               ...how often have any of the following 
                               things happened to you? 
EDS8_FU                        What do you think the main reason is for 
                               these experiences? 
EDUC                           Education (Highest Degree Received) 
EDUC4                          4-level education 
EMPLOY                         Current Employment Status 
EVCOHAB1                       Not including the person you married, 
                               have you ever lived together with any 
                               other [female/male] sexual partner? 
EVCOHAB2                       Have you ever lived together with a 
                               [female/male] sexual partner? 
FUNDAM                         Which of these do you consider yourself 
                               to be, if any? 
GENDDESCRIM                    Before you were 18, how often did you 
                               feel that you were treated badly or 
                               unfairly because of your gender identity 
                               or sexual orientation? 
GENDER                         Respondent gender 
GENDER_CONFIRM                 Just to confirm, you were assigned 
                               [INSERT VALUE TEXT FROM SAAB, MAKE FIRST 
                               LETTER LOWERCASE] at birth and now 
                               describe yourself as [INSERT VALUE TEXT 
                               FROM GENDER_ID, MAKE FIRST LETTER 
                               LOWERCASE; IF GENDER_ID=5, INSERT 
                               ‘some other gender']. Is that c 
GENDER_ID                      What is your current gender? 
GENDER_ID_RE                   What is your current gender? 
GENDER_ID_TOTALTIME            DATA ONLY: Total time for GENDER_ID (in 
                               seconds) 
GIVORALM                       Have you ever performed oral sex on a 
                               male?... 
HELPTEXTUSE                    PLEASE INDICATE BELOW IF THE RESPONDENT 
                               USED ANY OF THE HELP TEXT FOR THE 
                               PREVIOUS BIRTH CONTROL PREVENTION 
                               STRATEGIES 
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HH01                           Number of HH members age 0-1 
HH1317                         Number of HH members age 13-17 
HH18OV                         Number of HH members age 18+ 
HH25                           Number of HH members age 2-5 
HH612                          Number of HH members age 6-12 
HHSIZE                         Household size (including children) 
HITLOOK_COMM_TESTA             [To look for health or medical 
                               information] During the past 12 months, 
                               have you used the Internet for any of 
                               the following reasons? 
HITLOOK_COMM_TESTB             [To communicate with a doctor or 
                               doctor's office] During the past 12 
                               months, have you used the Internet for 
                               any of the following reasons? 
HITLOOK_COMM_TESTC             [To look up test results] During the 
                               past 12 months, have you used the 
                               Internet for any of the following 
                               reasons? 
HOME_TYPE                      Type of building of panelists' residence 
HOUSING                        Home Ownership 
HPVHEARD                       ...Have you ever heard of the HPV test? 
HPVTEST                        At your most recent cervical cancer 
                               screening, did you have an HPV test? 
HYPEV                          [Hypertension] ...Have you ever been 
                               told by a doctor or other health 
                               professional that you had... 
IMPLANT                        Have you ever used a hormonal implant 
                               (such as Norplant, Implanon, or 
                               Nexplanon)? 
INCOME                         Household Income 
INTERNET                       HH internet access via dial-up, DSL, or 
                               cable broadband at home 
IUD                            Have you ever used an IUD (intrauterine 
                               device) such as Copper-T, Paraguard, 
                               Mirena, Skyla, Liletta, or Kyleena? 
MARITAL                        Marital Status 
MARSTAT1                       ...Are you now married, living with a 
                               partner together as an unmarried couple, 
                               or neither? 
MARSTAT2                       Is your [spouse/cohabiting partner] male 
                               or female? 
MARSTAT3                       What is your current legal marital 
                               status? 
METRO                          Metropolitan area flag 
MODE_PREF                      Panelist Profile Variable: Panelist's 
                               Self-Selected Survey Mode Preference 
MORNPILL                       Have you ever used emergency 
                               contraception pills?... 
NATCYCA                        Have you ever used the Natural Cycles 
                               app to prevent pregnancy? 
NEW_REL1_1                     [Protestant (for example: Christian-no 
                               denomination, Baptist, Methodist [...])] 
                               In what religion were you raised, if any? 
NEW_REL1_2                     [Catholic] In what religion were you 
                               raised, if any? 
NEW_REL1_3                     [Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day 
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                               Saints (LDS/Mormon)] In what religion 
                               were you raised, if any? 
NEW_REL1_4                     [Jewish (Judaism)] In what religion were 
                               you raised, if any? 
NEW_REL1_5                     [Muslim (Islam)] In what religion were 
                               you raised, if any? 
NEW_REL1_6                     [Buddhist] In what religion were you 
                               raised, if any? 
NEW_REL1_7                     [Hindu] In what religion were you 
                               raised, if any? 
NEW_REL1_8                     [Other religion, please specify] In what 
                               religion were you raised, if any? 
NEW_REL1_9                     [No religion] In what religion were you 
                               raised, if any? 
NEW_REL1_DK                    [DON'T KNOW] In what religion were you 
                               raised, if any? 
NEW_REL1_REF                   [REFUSED] In what religion were you 
                               raised, if any? 
NEW_REL1_SKP                   [SKIPPED ON WEB] In what religion were 
                               you raised, if any? 
NEW_REL3                       What religion are you now, if any? 
OTHRMETH_1                     [Vaginal Contraceptive Film] Which, if 
                               any, of these additional methods listed 
                               have you ever used? 
OTHRMETH_10                    [Lunelle (once a month shot)] Which, if 
                               any, of these additional methods listed 
                               have you ever used? 
OTHRMETH_11                    [Other method, please specify] Which, if 
                               any, of these additional methods listed 
                               have you ever used? 
OTHRMETH_2                     [Diaphragm] Which, if any, of these 
                               additional methods listed have you ever 
                               used? 
OTHRMETH_3                     [Female condom, internal condom] Which, 
                               if any, of these additional methods 
                               listed have you ever used? 
OTHRMETH_4                     [Foam] Which, if any, of these 
                               additional methods listed have you ever 
                               used? 
OTHRMETH_5                     [Jelly or cream] Which, if any, of these 
                               additional methods listed have you ever 
                               used? 
OTHRMETH_6                     [Cervical cap] Which, if any, of these 
                               additional methods listed have you ever 
                               used? 
OTHRMETH_7                     [Suppository, insert] Which, if any, of 
                               these additional methods listed have you 
                               ever used? 
OTHRMETH_8                     [Today sponge] Which, if any, of these 
                               additional methods listed have you ever 
                               used? 
OTHRMETH_9                     [Phexxi Gel] Which, if any, of these 
                               additional methods listed have you ever 
                               used? 
OTHRMETH_DK                    [DON'T KNOW] Which, if any, of these 
                               additional methods listed have you ever 
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                               used? 
OTHRMETH_REF                   [REFUSED] Which, if any, of these 
                               additional methods listed have you ever 
                               used? 
OTHRMETH_SKP                   [SKIPPED ON WEB] Which, if any, of these 
                               additional methods listed have you ever 
                               used? 
PAPTEST                        At your most recent cervical cancer 
                               screening, did you have a Pap test? 
PATCH                          Have you ever used the contraceptive 
                               patch (or Ortho-Evra or Xulane)? 
PHONESERVICE                   Telephone service for the household 
PHSTAT                         Would you say your health in general is 
                               excellent, very good, good, fair, or 
                               poor? 
PILL                           Have you ever used birth control pills? 
PLACEVIS_1                     [Private doctor's office or HMO] What 
                               place or places did you go for these 
                               service(s)? 
PLACEVIS_10                    [Some other place, please specify ] What 
                               place or places did you go for these 
                               service(s)? 
PLACEVIS_2                     [Community health clinic, public health 
                               clinic ] What place or places did you go 
                               for these service(s)? 
PLACEVIS_3                     [Family planning or Planned Parenthood 
                               clinic ] What place or places did you go 
                               for these service(s)? 
PLACEVIS_4                     [Employer or company clinic ] What place 
                               or places did you go for these 
                               service(s)? 
PLACEVIS_5                     [School or school-based clinic ] What 
                               place or places did you go for these 
                               service(s)? 
PLACEVIS_6                     [Hospital outpatient clinic or medical 
                               center, including VA ] What place or 
                               places did you go for these service(s)? 
PLACEVIS_7                     [Hospital emergency room ] What place or 
                               places did you go for these service(s)? 
PLACEVIS_8                     [In-store health clinic (like CVS, 
                               Target, or Walmart)] What place or 
                               places did you go for these service(s)? 
PLACEVIS_9                     [Urgent care center, urgi-care, or 
                               walk-in facility] What place or places 
                               did you go for these service(s)? 
PLACEVIS_DK                    [DON'T KNOW] What place or places did 
                               you go for these service(s)? 
PLACEVIS_REF                   [REFUSED] What place or places did you 
                               go for these service(s)? 
PLACEVIS_SKP                   [SKIPPED ON WEB] What place or places 
                               did you go for these service(s)? 
PREDIB                         Has a doctor or other health 
                               professional ever told you that you had 
                               prediabetes or borderline diabetes? 
PROBE_ATTEND14_1               [Worship services presided over by an 
                               ordained member of the clergy] In the 
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                               previous question, which [...] were you 
                               thinking about when asked if you 
                               attended religious services [...]? 
PROBE_ATTEND14_2               [Worship services presided over by 
                               members of the congregation] In the 
                               previous question, which [...] were you 
                               thinking about when asked if you 
                               attended religious services [...]? 
PROBE_ATTEND14_3               [Study groups focused on religious 
                               texts, such as Bible or Torah studies] 
                               In the previous question, which [...] 
                               were you thinking about when asked if 
                               you attended religious services [...]? 
PROBE_ATTEND14_4               [Community or recreational events 
                               sponsored by your congregation] In the 
                               previous question, which [...] were you 
                               thinking about when asked if you 
                               attended religious services [...]? 
PROBE_ATTEND14_5               [Going to your house of worship to pray 
                               individually] In the previous question, 
                               which [...] were you thinking about when 
                               asked if you attended religious services 
                               [...]? 
PROBE_ATTEND14_6               [Volunteer outings sponsored by your 
                               congregation] In the previous question, 
                               which [...] were you thinking about when 
                               asked if you attended religious services 
                               [...]? 
PROBE_ATTEND14_7               [Musical events, such as performances by 
                               a choir or cantor] In the previous 
                               question, which [...] were you thinking 
                               about when asked if you attended 
                               religious services [...]? 
PROBE_ATTEND14_8               [Something else, please specify] In the 
                               previous question, which [...] were you 
                               thinking about when asked if you 
                               attended religious services [...]? 
PROBE_ATTEND14_DK              [DON'T KNOW] In the previous question, 
                               which [...] were you thinking about when 
                               asked if you attended religious services 
                               [...]? 
PROBE_ATTEND14_REF             [REFUSED] In the previous question, 
                               which [...] were you thinking about when 
                               asked if you attended religious services 
                               [...]? 
PROBE_ATTEND14_SKP             [SKIPPED ON WEB] In the previous 
                               question, which [...] were you thinking 
                               about when asked if you attended 
                               religious services [...]? 
PROBE_ATTENDNOW_1              [Worship services presided over by an 
                               ordained member of the clergy] ...which 
                               of the following...were you thinking 
                               about when asked if you currently attend 
                               religious services? 
PROBE_ATTENDNOW_2              [Worship services presided over by 
                               members of the congregation] ...which of 
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                               the following...were you thinking about 
                               when asked if you currently attend 
                               religious services? 
PROBE_ATTENDNOW_3              [Study groups focused on religious 
                               texts...] ...which of the 
                               following...were you thinking about when 
                               asked if you currently attend religious 
                               services? 
PROBE_ATTENDNOW_4              [Community or recreational events 
                               sponsored by your congregation] ...which 
                               of the following...were you thinking 
                               about when asked if you currently attend 
                               religious services? 
PROBE_ATTENDNOW_5              [Going to your house of worship to pray 
                               individually] ...which of the 
                               following...were you thinking about when 
                               asked if you currently attend religious 
                               services? 
PROBE_ATTENDNOW_6              [Volunteer outings sponsored by your 
                               congregation] ...which of the 
                               following...were you thinking about when 
                               asked if you currently attend religious 
                               services? 
PROBE_ATTENDNOW_7              [Musical events, such as performances by 
                               a choir or cantor] ...which of the 
                               following...were you thinking about when 
                               asked if you currently attend religious 
                               services? 
PROBE_ATTENDNOW_8              [Something else, please specify] 
                               ...which of the following...were you 
                               thinking about when asked if you 
                               currently attend religious services? 
PROBE_ATTENDNOW_DK             [DON'T KNOW] ...which of the 
                               following...were you thinking about when 
                               asked if you currently attend religious 
                               services? 
PROBE_ATTENDNOW_REF            [REFUSED] ...which of the 
                               following...were you thinking about when 
                               asked if you currently attend religious 
                               services? 
PROBE_ATTENDNOW_SKP            [SKIPPED ON WEB] ...which of the 
                               following...were you thinking about when 
                               asked if you currently attend religious 
                               services? 
PROBE_DISCRIM                  When answering the previous few 
                               questions about your experiences and how 
                               you have been treated, which of the 
                               following, if any, were you mainly 
                               thinking about? 
PROBE_HITTEST_1                [Tests administered by a doctor, nurse, 
                               or other healthcare practitioner] 
                               ...which of the following types of test 
                               results were you thinking about using 
                               the internet to look up? 
PROBE_HITTEST_2                [Tests administered by a medical 
                               laboratory] ...which of the following 
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                               types of test results were you thinking 
                               about using the internet to look up? 
PROBE_HITTEST_3                [Tests administered by a teacher or 
                               professor] ...which of the following 
                               types of test results were you thinking 
                               about using the internet to look up? 
PROBE_HITTEST_4                [Self-administered medical tests] 
                               ...which of the following types of test 
                               results were you thinking about using 
                               the internet to look up? 
PROBE_HITTEST_5                [College entrance or other standardized 
                               educational tests] ...which of the 
                               following types of test results were you 
                               thinking about using the internet to 
                               look up? 
PROBE_HITTEST_6                [Self-administered personality or 
                               aptitude tests] ...which of the 
                               following types of test results were you 
                               thinking about using the internet to 
                               look up? 
PROBE_HITTEST_7                [Some other type of test, please 
                               specify] ...which of the following types 
                               of test results were you thinking about 
                               using the internet to look up? 
PROBE_HITTEST_DK               [DON'T KNOW] ...which of the following 
                               types of test results were you thinking 
                               about using the internet to look up? 
PROBE_HITTEST_REF              [REFUSED] ...which of the following 
                               types of test results were you thinking 
                               about using the internet to look up? 
PROBE_HITTEST_SKP              [SKIPPED ON WEB] ...which of the 
                               following types of test results were you 
                               thinking about using the internet to 
                               look up? 
PROBE_MODE                     If you had the option, would you rather 
                               answer a survey such as this one on the 
                               internet, in an in-person interview, on 
                               a phone interview, or with a paper copy 
                               that you would mail back? 
PROBE_RELDLIFE                 In the previous question about the 
                               importance of religion in your life, 
                               which of the following were you mainly 
                               thinking about? 
PROBE_SAAB_REF_1               [I don't understand what the question is 
                               asking] You didn't answer what sex you 
                               were assigned at birth, on your original 
                               birth certificate? Can you tell us why? 
PROBE_SAAB_REF_2               [I've never seen my birth certificate] 
                               You didn't answer what sex you were 
                               assigned at birth, on your original 
                               birth certificate? Can you tell us why? 
PROBE_SAAB_REF_3               [I don't want to answer this question] 
                               You didn't answer what sex you were 
                               assigned at birth, on your original 
                               birth certificate? Can you tell us why? 
PROBE_SAAB_REF_4               [This was a mistake, I meant to say: ] 
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                               You didn't answer what sex you were 
                               assigned at birth, on your original 
                               birth certificate? Can you tell us why? 
PROBE_SAAB_REF_5               [Other, specify:] You didn't answer what 
                               sex you were assigned at birth, on your 
                               original birth certificate? Can you tell 
                               us why? 
PROBE_SAAB_REF_DK              [DON'T KNOW] You didn't answer what sex 
                               you were assigned at birth, on your 
                               original birth certificate? Can you tell 
                               us why? 
PROBE_SAAB_REF_REF             [REFUSED] You didn't answer what sex you 
                               were assigned at birth, on your original 
                               birth certificate? Can you tell us why? 
PROBE_SAAB_REF_SKP             [SKIPPED ON WEB] You didn't answer what 
                               sex you were assigned at birth, on your 
                               original birth certificate? Can you tell 
                               us why? 
PROBE_SEXBEHEV_1               [I have never had sexual contact] During 
                               your life, with whom have you had 
                               consensual sexual contact? 
PROBE_SEXBEHEV_2               [Women] During your life, with whom have 
                               you had consensual sexual contact? 
PROBE_SEXBEHEV_3               [Men] During your life, with whom have 
                               you had consensual sexual contact? 
PROBE_SEXBEHEV_4               [Non-binary people] During your life, 
                               with whom have you had consensual sexual 
                               contact? 
PROBE_SEXBEHEV_DK              [DON'T KNOW] During your life, with whom 
                               have you had consensual sexual contact? 
PROBE_SEXBEHEV_REF             [REFUSED] During your life, with whom 
                               have you had consensual sexual contact? 
PROBE_SEXBEHEV_SKP             [SKIPPED ON WEB] During your life, with 
                               whom have you had consensual sexual 
                               contact? 
PROBE_SEXED1                   When answering the previous question, 
                               what kind of instruction on how to say 
                               no to sex were you thinking about? 
PROBE_SEXED1_INT               When answering the previous question, 
                               what kind of instruction on how to say 
                               no to sex were you thinking about? 
PROBE_SEXID                    What do you mean by something else? 
PROBE_SRH_1                    [Your diet and nutrition] When you said 
                               your health in general was [PHSTAT 
                               RESPONSE], which of the 
                               folllowing...were you thinking about? 
PROBE_SRH_10                   [The Coronavirus or COVID-19 pandemic] 
                               When you said your health in general was 
                               [PHSTAT RESPONSE], which of the 
                               folllowing...were you thinking about? 
PROBE_SRH_11                   [Something else, please specify] When 
                               you said your health in general was 
                               [PHSTAT RESPONSE], which of the 
                               folllowing...were you thinking about? 
PROBE_SRH_2                    [Your exercise habits] When you said 
                               your health in general was [PHSTAT 
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                               RESPONSE], which of the 
                               folllowing...were you thinking about? 
PROBE_SRH_3                    [Your smoking or drinking habits] When 
                               you said your health in general was 
                               [PHSTAT RESPONSE], which of the 
                               folllowing...were you thinking about? 
PROBE_SRH_4                    [Your health problems or conditions] 
                               When you said your health in general was 
                               [PHSTAT RESPONSE], which of the 
                               folllowing...were you thinking about? 
PROBE_SRH_5                    [Your lack of health problems or 
                               conditions] When you said your health in 
                               general was [PHSTAT RESPONSE], which of 
                               the folllowing...were you thinking about? 
PROBE_SRH_6                    [The amount of pain that you have] When 
                               you said your health in general was 
                               [PHSTAT RESPONSE], which of the 
                               folllowing...were you thinking about? 
PROBE_SRH_7                    [Your ability to do daily activities 
                               without assistance] When you said your 
                               health in general was [PHSTAT RESPONSE], 
                               which of the folllowing...were you 
                               thinking about? 
PROBE_SRH_8                    [The amount of sleep you get] When you 
                               said your health in general was [PHSTAT 
                               RESPONSE], which of the 
                               folllowing...were you thinking about? 
PROBE_SRH_9                    [Your mental or emotional health] When 
                               you said your health in general was 
                               [PHSTAT RESPONSE], which of the 
                               folllowing...were you thinking about? 
PROBE_SRH_DK                   [DON'T KNOW] When you said your health 
                               in general was [PHSTAT RESPONSE], which 
                               of the folllowing...were you thinking 
                               about? 
PROBE_SRH_REF                  [REFUSED] When you said your health in 
                               general was [PHSTAT RESPONSE], which of 
                               the folllowing...were you thinking about? 
PROBE_SRH_SKP                  [SKIPPED ON WEB] When you said your 
                               health in general was [PHSTAT RESPONSE], 
                               which of the folllowing...were you 
                               thinking about? 
P_CONT                         Custom Preload: Administration of SP or 
                               MP Contraceptive Method Questions 
P_DISCR                        Custom Preload: Administration of Closed 
                               or Open-End Discrimination Question 
P_FORMEXP                      Custom Preload: Administration of 
                               Grouped- or Interleafed-Format of Sex 
                               Education Questions 
P_HELPEXP                      Custom Preload: Administration of Help 
                               Text 
P_PARTNER                      Custom Preload-Panelist Demographics: 
                               Living with Partner Status 
P_PROBE                        Custom Preload: Administration of SP or 
                               Open-End Sex Education Probe 
P_RCRTYR                       Custom Preload: Statistical Variable - 
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                               Recruitment Year of Panelist 
P_REL                          Custom Preload: Administration of 
                               Religious Upbringing Question 
QUAL                           DATA-ONLY VARIABLE: QUAL 
RACEDESCRIM                    Before you were 18, how often did you 
                               feel that you were treated badly or 
                               unfairly because of your race or 
                               ethnicity? 
RACETHNICITY                   Combined Race/Ethnicity 
REGION4                        4-level region 
REGION9                        9-level region 
RELDLIFE                       Currently, how important is religion in 
                               your daily life? 
RELNOW                         What religion are you now, if any? 
RELNOW1                        What religion are you now, if any? 
RELRSD1_12                     [Assemblies of God] In what religion 
                               were you raised? 
RELRSD1_13                     [Church of Nazarene] In what religion 
                               were you raised? 
RELRSD1_14                     [The Church of God] In what religion 
                               were you raised? 
RELRSD1_15                     [The Church of God (Cleveland, TN)] In 
                               what religion were you raised? 
RELRSD1_16                     [The Church of God in Christ] In what 
                               religion were you raised? 
RELRSD1_17                     [7th Day Adventist] In what religion 
                               were you raised? 
RELRSD1_18                     [United Pentecostal Church] In what 
                               religion were you raised? 
RELRSD1_19                     [Pentecostal Assemblies] In what 
                               religion were you raised? 
RELRSD1_20                     [Jehovah's Witness] In what religion 
                               were you raised? 
RELRSD1_21                     [Christian, another denomination not 
                               listed] In what religion were you raised? 
RELRSD1_22                     [Christian, no specific denomination] In 
                               what religion were you raised? 
RELRSD1_23                     [Unitarian-Universalist] In what 
                               religion were you raised? 
RELRSD1_24                     [Greek Orthodox] In what religion were 
                               you raised? 
RELRSD1_25                     [Other Orthodox] In what religion were 
                               you raised? 
RELRSD1_26                     [Muslim] In what religion were you 
                               raised? 
RELRSD1_27                     [Buddhist] In what religion were you 
                               raised? 
RELRSD1_28                     [Hindu] In what religion were you raised? 
RELRSD1_29                     [Other, specify] In what religion were 
                               you raised? 
RELRSD1_DK                     [DON'T KNOW] In what religion were you 
                               raised? 
RELRSD1_REF                    [REFUSED] In what religion were you 
                               raised? 
RELRSD1_SKP                    [SKIPPED ON WEB] In what religion were 
                               you raised? 
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RELRSD_1                       [None] In what religion were you raised, 
                               if any? 
RELRSD_10                      [Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day 
                               Saints (LDS/Mormon)] In what religion 
                               were you raised, if any? 
RELRSD_11                      [Other religion] In what religion were 
                               you raised, if any? 
RELRSD_2                       [Catholic] In what religion were you 
                               raised, if any? 
RELRSD_3                       [Jewish] In what religion were you 
                               raised, if any? 
RELRSD_4                       [Southern Baptist] In what religion were 
                               you raised, if any? 
RELRSD_5                       [Baptist] In what religion were you 
                               raised, if any? 
RELRSD_6                       [Methodist or African Methodist] In what 
                               religion were you raised, if any? 
RELRSD_7                       [Lutheran] In what religion were you 
                               raised, if any? 
RELRSD_8                       [Presbyterian] In what religion were you 
                               raised, if any? 
RELRSD_9                       [Episcopal or Anglican] In what religion 
                               were you raised, if any? 
RELRSD_DK                      [DON'T KNOW] In what religion were you 
                               raised, if any? 
RELRSD_REF                     [REFUSED] In what religion were you 
                               raised, if any? 
RELRSD_SKP                     [SKIPPED ON WEB] In what religion were 
                               you raised, if any? 
RHYTHM                         Have you ever used the calendar rhythm 
                               method to prevent pregnancy?... 
RING                           Have you ever used the vaginal 
                               contraceptive ring (or 'NuvaRing', 
                               'Annovera', or 'EluRyng')? 
RND_00                         RANDOM: Randomization variable used for 
                               scripting 
SAAB                           What sex were you assigned at birth, on 
                               your original birth certificate? 
SAAB_RE                        What sex were you assigned at birth, on 
                               your original birth certificate? 
SAAB_TOTALTIME                 DATA ONLY: Total time for SAAB (in 
                               seconds) 
SDAYCBDS                       Have you ever used the 'Standard Days 
                               Method' or 'CycleBeads' to prevent 
                               pregnancy?... 
SEDABST                        Before you were 18, did you ever have 
                               any formal instruction at school, 
                               church, a community center or some other 
                               place about waiting until marriage to 
                               have sex? 
SEDABSTG                       What grade were you in when you first 
                               received instruction on waiting until 
                               marriage to have sex? 
SEDABSTG_INT                   What grade were you in when you first 
                               received instruction on waiting until 
                               marriage to have sex? 
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SEDABSTLC_1                    [School] Where did you receive that 
                               formal instruction about waiting until 
                               marriage to have sex? 
SEDABSTLC_2                    [Church ] Where did you receive that 
                               formal instruction about waiting until 
                               marriage to have sex? 
SEDABSTLC_3                    [A community center ] Where did you 
                               receive that formal instruction about 
                               waiting until marriage to have sex? 
SEDABSTLC_4                    [Some other place, please specify] Where 
                               did you receive that formal instruction 
                               about waiting until marriage to have sex? 
SEDABSTLC_DK                   [DON'T KNOW] Where did you receive that 
                               formal instruction about waiting until 
                               marriage to have sex? 
SEDABSTLC_INT_1                [School] Where did you receive that 
                               formal instruction about waiting until 
                               marriage to have sex? 
SEDABSTLC_INT_2                [Church ] Where did you receive that 
                               formal instruction about waiting until 
                               marriage to have sex? 
SEDABSTLC_INT_3                [A community center ] Where did you 
                               receive that formal instruction about 
                               waiting until marriage to have sex? 
SEDABSTLC_INT_4                [Some other place ] Where did you 
                               receive that formal instruction about 
                               waiting until marriage to have sex? 
SEDABSTLC_INT_DK               [DON'T KNOW] Where did you receive that 
                               formal instruction about waiting until 
                               marriage to have sex? 
SEDABSTLC_INT_REF              [REFUSED] Where did you receive that 
                               formal instruction about waiting until 
                               marriage to have sex? 
SEDABSTLC_INT_SKP              [SKIPPED ON WEB] Where did you receive 
                               that formal instruction about waiting 
                               until marriage to have sex? 
SEDABSTLC_REF                  [REFUSED] Where did you receive that 
                               formal instruction about waiting until 
                               marriage to have sex? 
SEDABSTLC_SKP                  [SKIPPED ON WEB] Where did you receive 
                               that formal instruction about waiting 
                               until marriage to have sex? 
SEDABSTSX                      Did you receive instruction about 
                               waiting until marriage to have sex 
                               before or after the first time you had 
                               sex? 
SEDABSTSX_INT                  Did you receive instruction about 
                               waiting until marriage to have sex 
                               before or after the first time you had 
                               sex? 
SEDABST_INT                    Before you were 18, did you ever have 
                               any formal instruction at school, 
                               church, a community center or some other 
                               place about waiting until marriage to 
                               have sex? 
SEDCOND                        Before you were 18, did you ever have 
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                               any formal instruction at school, 
                               church, a community center or some other 
                               place about how to use a condom? 
SEDCONDG                       What grade were you in when you first 
                               received instruction on how to use a 
                               condom? 
SEDCONDG_INT                   What grade were you in when you first 
                               received instruction on how to use a 
                               condom? 
SEDCONDLC_1                    [School] Where did you receive that 
                               formal instruction about how to use a 
                               condom? 
SEDCONDLC_2                    [Church ] Where did you receive that 
                               formal instruction about how to use a 
                               condom? 
SEDCONDLC_3                    [A community center ] Where did you 
                               receive that formal instruction about 
                               how to use a condom? 
SEDCONDLC_4                    [Some other place ] Where did you 
                               receive that formal instruction about 
                               how to use a condom? 
SEDCONDLC_DK                   [DON'T KNOW] Where did you receive that 
                               formal instruction about how to use a 
                               condom? 
SEDCONDLC_INT_1                [School] Where did you receive that 
                               formal instruction about how to use a 
                               condom? 
SEDCONDLC_INT_2                [Church ] Where did you receive that 
                               formal instruction about how to use a 
                               condom? 
SEDCONDLC_INT_3                [A community center ] Where did you 
                               receive that formal instruction about 
                               how to use a condom? 
SEDCONDLC_INT_4                [Some other place ] Where did you 
                               receive that formal instruction about 
                               how to use a condom? 
SEDCONDLC_INT_DK               [DON'T KNOW] Where did you receive that 
                               formal instruction about how to use a 
                               condom? 
SEDCONDLC_INT_REF              [REFUSED] Where did you receive that 
                               formal instruction about how to use a 
                               condom? 
SEDCONDLC_INT_SKP              [SKIPPED ON WEB] Where did you receive 
                               that formal instruction about how to use 
                               a condom? 
SEDCONDLC_REF                  [REFUSED] Where did you receive that 
                               formal instruction about how to use a 
                               condom? 
SEDCONDLC_SKP                  [SKIPPED ON WEB] Where did you receive 
                               that formal instruction about how to use 
                               a condom? 
SEDCONDSX                      Did you receive instruction about how to 
                               use a condom before or after the first 
                               time you had sex? 
SEDCONDSX_INT                  Did you receive instruction about how to 
                               use a condom before or after the first 
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                               time you had sex? 
SEDCOND_INT                    Before you were 18, did you ever have 
                               any formal instruction at school, 
                               church, a community center or some other 
                               place about how to use a condom? 
SEDHIV                         Before you were 18, did you ever have 
                               any formal instruction at school, 
                               church, a community center or some other 
                               place about how to prevent HIV/AIDS? 
SEDHIVG                        What grade were you in when you first 
                               received instruction on how to prevent 
                               HIV/AIDS? 
SEDHIVG_INT                    What grade were you in when you first 
                               received instruction on how to prevent 
                               HIV/AIDS? 
SEDHIVLC_1                     [School] Where did you receive that 
                               formal instruction about how to prevent 
                               HIV/AIDS? 
SEDHIVLC_2                     [Church ] Where did you receive that 
                               formal instruction about how to prevent 
                               HIV/AIDS? 
SEDHIVLC_3                     [A community center ] Where did you 
                               receive that formal instruction about 
                               how to prevent HIV/AIDS? 
SEDHIVLC_4                     [Some other place ] Where did you 
                               receive that formal instruction about 
                               how to prevent HIV/AIDS? 
SEDHIVLC_DK                    [DON'T KNOW] Where did you receive that 
                               formal instruction about how to prevent 
                               HIV/AIDS? 
SEDHIVLC_INT_1                 [School] Where did you receive that 
                               formal instruction about how to prevent 
                               HIV/AIDS? 
SEDHIVLC_INT_2                 [Church ] Where did you receive that 
                               formal instruction about how to prevent 
                               HIV/AIDS? 
SEDHIVLC_INT_3                 [A community center ] Where did you 
                               receive that formal instruction about 
                               how to prevent HIV/AIDS? 
SEDHIVLC_INT_4                 [Some other place , please specify] 
                               Where did you receive that formal 
                               instruction about how to prevent 
                               HIV/AIDS? 
SEDHIVLC_INT_DK                [DON'T KNOW] Where did you receive that 
                               formal instruction about how to prevent 
                               HIV/AIDS? 
SEDHIVLC_INT_REF               [REFUSED] Where did you receive that 
                               formal instruction about how to prevent 
                               HIV/AIDS? 
SEDHIVLC_INT_SKP               [SKIPPED ON WEB] Where did you receive 
                               that formal instruction about how to 
                               prevent HIV/AIDS? 
SEDHIVLC_REF                   [REFUSED] Where did you receive that 
                               formal instruction about how to prevent 
                               HIV/AIDS? 
SEDHIVLC_SKP                   [SKIPPED ON WEB] Where did you receive 
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                               that formal instruction about how to 
                               prevent HIV/AIDS? 
SEDHIV_INT                     Before you were 18, did you ever have 
                               any formal instruction at school, 
                               church, a community center or some other 
                               place about how to prevent HIV/AIDS? 
SEDSHIVSX                      Did you receive instruction about how to 
                               prevent HIV/AIDS before or after the 
                               first time you had sex? 
SEDSHIVSX_INT                  Did you receive instruction about how to 
                               prevent HIV/AIDS before or after the 
                               first time you had sex? 
SEDSTD                         Before you were 18, did you ever have 
                               any formal instruction at school, 
                               church, a community center or some other 
                               place about sexually transmitted 
                               diseases? 
SEDSTDG                        What grade were you in when you first 
                               received instruction on sexually 
                               transmitted diseases? 
SEDSTDG_INT                    What grade were you in when you first 
                               received instruction on sexually 
                               transmitted diseases? 
SEDSTDLC_1                     [School] Where did you receive that 
                               formal instruction about sexually 
                               transmitted diseases? 
SEDSTDLC_2                     [Church ] Where did you receive that 
                               formal instruction about sexually 
                               transmitted diseases? 
SEDSTDLC_3                     [A community center ] Where did you 
                               receive that formal instruction about 
                               sexually transmitted diseases? 
SEDSTDLC_4                     [Some other place, please specify] Where 
                               did you receive that formal instruction 
                               about sexually transmitted diseases? 
SEDSTDLC_DK                    [DON'T KNOW] Where did you receive that 
                               formal instruction about sexually 
                               transmitted diseases? 
SEDSTDLC_INT_1                 [School] Where did you receive that 
                               formal instruction about sexually 
                               transmitted diseases? 
SEDSTDLC_INT_2                 [Church ] Where did you receive that 
                               formal instruction about sexually 
                               transmitted diseases? 
SEDSTDLC_INT_3                 [A community center ] Where did you 
                               receive that formal instruction about 
                               sexually transmitted diseases? 
SEDSTDLC_INT_4                 [Some other place, please specify] Where 
                               did you receive that formal instruction 
                               about sexually transmitted diseases? 
SEDSTDLC_INT_DK                [DON'T KNOW] Where did you receive that 
                               formal instruction about sexually 
                               transmitted diseases? 
SEDSTDLC_INT_REF               [REFUSED] Where did you receive that 
                               formal instruction about sexually 
                               transmitted diseases? 
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SEDSTDLC_INT_SKP               [SKIPPED ON WEB] Where did you receive 
                               that formal instruction about sexually 
                               transmitted diseases? 
SEDSTDLC_REF                   [REFUSED] Where did you receive that 
                               formal instruction about sexually 
                               transmitted diseases? 
SEDSTDLC_SKP                   [SKIPPED ON WEB] Where did you receive 
                               that formal instruction about sexually 
                               transmitted diseases? 
SEDSTDSX                       Did you receive instruction about 
                               sexually transmitted diseases before or 
                               after the first time you had sex? 
SEDSTDSX_INT                   Did you receive instruction about 
                               sexually transmitted diseases before or 
                               after the first time you had sex? 
SEDSTD_INT                     Before you were 18, did you ever have 
                               any formal instruction at school, 
                               church, a community center or some other 
                               place about sexually transmitted 
                               diseases? 
SEDWHBC                        Before you were 18, did you ever have 
                               any formal instruction at school, 
                               church, a community center or some other 
                               place about where to get birth control? 
SEDWHBCG                       What grade were you in when you first 
                               received instruction on where to get 
                               birth control? 
SEDWHBCG_INT                   What grade were you in when you first 
                               received instruction on where to get 
                               birth control? 
SEDWHBCLC_1                    [School] Where did you receive that 
                               formal instruction about where to get 
                               birth control? 
SEDWHBCLC_2                    [Church ] Where did you receive that 
                               formal instruction about where to get 
                               birth control? 
SEDWHBCLC_3                    [A community center ] Where did you 
                               receive that formal instruction about 
                               where to get birth control? 
SEDWHBCLC_4                    [Some other place ] Where did you 
                               receive that formal instruction about 
                               where to get birth control? 
SEDWHBCLC_DK                   [DON'T KNOW] Where did you receive that 
                               formal instruction about where to get 
                               birth control? 
SEDWHBCLC_INT_1                [School] Where did you receive that 
                               formal instruction about where to get 
                               birth control? 
SEDWHBCLC_INT_2                [Church ] Where did you receive that 
                               formal instruction about where to get 
                               birth control? 
SEDWHBCLC_INT_3                [A community center ] Where did you 
                               receive that formal instruction about 
                               where to get birth control? 
SEDWHBCLC_INT_4                [Some other place ] Where did you 
                               receive that formal instruction about 
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                               where to get birth control? 
SEDWHBCLC_INT_DK               [DON'T KNOW] Where did you receive that 
                               formal instruction about where to get 
                               birth control? 
SEDWHBCLC_INT_REF              [REFUSED] Where did you receive that 
                               formal instruction about where to get 
                               birth control? 
SEDWHBCLC_INT_SKP              [SKIPPED ON WEB] Where did you receive 
                               that formal instruction about where to 
                               get birth control? 
SEDWHBCLC_REF                  [REFUSED] Where did you receive that 
                               formal instruction about where to get 
                               birth control? 
SEDWHBCLC_SKP                  [SKIPPED ON WEB] Where did you receive 
                               that formal instruction about where to 
                               get birth control? 
SEDWHBCSX                      Did you receive instruction about where 
                               to get birth control before or after the 
                               first time you had sex? 
SEDWHBCSX_INT                  Did you receive instruction about where 
                               to get birth control before or after the 
                               first time you had sex? 
SEDWHBC_INT                    Before you were 18, did you ever have 
                               any formal instruction at school, 
                               church, a community center or some other 
                               place about where to get birth control? 
SELF_TEST                      ...you may have the option to use a 
                               simple kit to test for HPV infection 
                               yourself. If available, would you prefer 
                               this option rather than having the test 
                               done by a doctor or nurse? 
SELF_TEST2                     Would you prefer to do this test at home 
                               or in a doctor's office? 
SEX1_NEW                       ...have you ever had sexual intercourse 
                               with a [female/male], that is, made 
                               love, had sex, or gone all the way? 
SEXED1                         ...Before you were 18, did you ever have 
                               any formal instruction at school, 
                               church, a community center or some other 
                               place about how to say no to sex? 
SEXED1_INT                     ...Before you were 18, did you ever have 
                               any formal instruction at school, 
                               church, a community center or some other 
                               place about how to say no to sex? 
SEXED2_1                       [School] Where did you receive that 
                               formal instruction about how to say no 
                               to sex? 
SEXED2_2                       [Church ] Where did you receive that 
                               formal instruction about how to say no 
                               to sex? 
SEXED2_3                       [A community center ] Where did you 
                               receive that formal instruction about 
                               how to say no to sex? 
SEXED2_4                       [Some other place, please specify] Where 
                               did you receive that formal instruction 
                               about how to say no to sex? 
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SEXED2_DK                      [DON'T KNOW] Where did you receive that 
                               formal instruction about how to say no 
                               to sex? 
SEXED2_INT_1                   [School] Where did you receive that 
                               formal instruction about how to say no 
                               to sex? 
SEXED2_INT_2                   [Church ] Where did you receive that 
                               formal instruction about how to say no 
                               to sex? 
SEXED2_INT_3                   [A community center ] Where did you 
                               receive that formal instruction about 
                               how to say no to sex? 
SEXED2_INT_4                   [Some other place, please specify] Where 
                               did you receive that formal instruction 
                               about how to say no to sex? 
SEXED2_INT_DK                  [DON'T KNOW] Where did you receive that 
                               formal instruction about how to say no 
                               to sex? 
SEXED2_INT_REF                 [REFUSED] Where did you receive that 
                               formal instruction about how to say no 
                               to sex? 
SEXED2_INT_SKP                 [SKIPPED ON WEB] Where did you receive 
                               that formal instruction about how to say 
                               no to sex? 
SEXED2_REF                     [REFUSED] Where did you receive that 
                               formal instruction about how to say no 
                               to sex? 
SEXED2_SKP                     [SKIPPED ON WEB] Where did you receive 
                               that formal instruction about how to say 
                               no to sex? 
SEXED3                         What grade were you in when you first 
                               received instruction on how to say no to 
                               sex? 
SEXED3_INT                     What grade were you in when you first 
                               received instruction on how to say no to 
                               sex? 
SEXED4                         Did you receive instruction about how to 
                               say no to sex before or after the first 
                               time you had sex? 
SEXED4_INT                     Did you receive instruction about how to 
                               say no to sex before or after the first 
                               time you had sex? 
SEXED5                         Before you were 18, did you ever have 
                               any formal instruction at school, 
                               church, community center or some other 
                               place about methods of birth control? 
SEXED5_INT                     Before you were 18, did you ever have 
                               any formal instruction at school, 
                               church, a community center or some other 
                               place about methods of birth control? 
SEXED6_1                       [School] Where did you receive that 
                               formal instruction about methods of 
                               birth control? 
SEXED6_2                       [Church ] Where did you receive that 
                               formal instruction about methods of 
                               birth control? 
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SEXED6_3                       [A community center ] Where did you 
                               receive that formal instruction about 
                               methods of birth control? 
SEXED6_4                       [Some other place ] Where did you 
                               receive that formal instruction about 
                               methods of birth control? 
SEXED6_DK                      [DON'T KNOW] Where did you receive that 
                               formal instruction about methods of 
                               birth control? 
SEXED6_INT_1                   [School] Where did you receive that 
                               formal instruction about methods of 
                               birth control? 
SEXED6_INT_2                   [Church ] Where did you receive that 
                               formal instruction about methods of 
                               birth control? 
SEXED6_INT_3                   [A community center ] Where did you 
                               receive that formal instruction about 
                               methods of birth control? 
SEXED6_INT_4                   [Some other place ] Where did you 
                               receive that formal instruction about 
                               methods of birth control? 
SEXED6_INT_DK                  [DON'T KNOW] Where did you receive that 
                               formal instruction about methods of 
                               birth control? 
SEXED6_INT_REF                 [REFUSED] Where did you receive that 
                               formal instruction about methods of 
                               birth control? 
SEXED6_INT_SKP                 [SKIPPED ON WEB] Where did you receive 
                               that formal instruction about methods of 
                               birth control? 
SEXED6_REF                     [REFUSED] Where did you receive that 
                               formal instruction about methods of 
                               birth control? 
SEXED6_SKP                     [SKIPPED ON WEB] Where did you receive 
                               that formal instruction about methods of 
                               birth control? 
SEXED7                         What grade were you in when you first 
                               received instruction on methods of birth 
                               control? 
SEXED7_INT                     What grade were you in when you first 
                               received instruction on methods of birth 
                               control? 
SEXED8                         Did you receive instruction about 
                               methods of birth control before or after 
                               the first time you had sex? 
SEXED8_INT                     Did you receive instruction about 
                               methods of birth control before or after 
                               the first time you had sex? 
SEXID                          Which of the following best represents 
                               how you think of yourself? 
SMK100                         In your entire life, have you smoked at 
                               least 100 cigarettes? 
SMOKE12                        During the last 12 months, that is since 
                               [CURRENT MONTH] 2021, how many 
                               cigarettes did you smoke a day, on 
                               average? 
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STATE                          State 
SURV_MODE                      Survey interview mode (online or phone) 
SVC12MO_1                      [A testicular exam (had your testicles 
                               examined)] Which of the following, if 
                               any, did you receive in the past 12 
                               months? 
SVC12MO_10                     [None of these] Which of the following, 
                               if any, did you receive in the past 12 
                               months? 
SVC12MO_2                      [Testing for sexually transmitted 
                               disease] Which of the following, if any, 
                               did you receive in the past 12 months? 
SVC12MO_3                      [Treatment for sexually transmitted 
                               disease] Which of the following, if any, 
                               did you receive in the past 12 months? 
SVC12MO_4                      [Information or advice about your 
                               partner using female methods of birth 
                               control] Which of the following, if any, 
                               did you receive in the past 12 months? 
SVC12MO_5                      [Information or advice about you getting 
                               a vasectomy] Which of the following, if 
                               any, did you receive in the past 12 
                               months? 
SVC12MO_6                      [Information or advice about HIV or 
                               AIDS] Which of the following, if any, 
                               did you receive in the past 12 months? 
SVC12MO_7                      [Information or advice about other 
                               sexually transmitted diseases] Which of 
                               the following, if any, did you receive 
                               in the past 12 months? 
SVC12MO_8                      [Information or advice about using 
                               condoms to prevent pregnancy] Which of 
                               the following, if any, did you receive 
                               in the past 12 months? 
SVC12MO_9                      [Information or advice about using 
                               condoms to prevent STDs] Which of the 
                               following, if any, did you receive in 
                               the past 12 months? 
SVC12MO_DK                     [DON'T KNOW] Which of the following, if 
                               any, did you receive in the past 12 
                               months? 
SVC12MO_REF                    [REFUSED] Which of the following, if 
                               any, did you receive in the past 12 
                               months? 
SVC12MO_SKP                    [SKIPPED ON WEB] Which of the following, 
                               if any, did you receive in the past 12 
                               months? 
S_BASEWEIGHT                   DATA ONLY: Statistical Variable - Panel 
                               baseweight based on panel recruitment 
S_INVPROB                      DATA ONLY: Statistical Variable - 
                               Inverse probability of selection into 
                               specific study survey 
S_INVPROB_WEB                  DATA ONLY: Statistical Variable - 
                               Inverse probability of selection for 
                               Web-only panelists in study survey 
S_NRFU                         DATA ONLY: Statistical Variable - 
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                               Numeric variable to identify NRFU status 
                               of panelist (1: NRFU, 0: Non-NRFU) 
S_VPSU                         DATA ONLY: Statistical Variable - 
                               Numeric variable to identify cluster of 
                               panelist 
S_VSTRAT                       DATA ONLY: Statistical Variable - 
                               Numeric variable to identify strata of 
                               panelist 
S_VSTRAT_SAMP                  DATA ONLY: Statistical Variable - 
                               Sampling strata (1-96) 
TELLCERVIC                     At your most recent cervical cancer 
                               test, did a doctor or other health 
                               professional tell you which type of 
                               test(s) you received? 
TEMPSAFE                       Have you ever used 'safe period by 
                               temperature' or 'cervical mucus test' to 
                               prevent pregnancy?... 
TIMER_GENDER_CONFIRM_TOTALTIME DATA ONLY: Total time for GENDER_CONFIRM 
                               (in seconds) 
TIMER_GENDER_ID_RE_TOTALTIME   DATA ONLY: Total time for GENDER_ID_RE 
                               (in seconds) 
TIMER_PROBE_GENDERID_TOTALTIME DATA ONLY: Total time for PROBE_GENDERID 
TIMER_SAAB_RE_TOTALTIME        DATA ONLY: Total time for SAAB_RE (in 
                               seconds) 
USUALCAR                       Is there a place that you usually go to 
                               when you are sick or need advice about 
                               health? 
VASECTMY                       Have you ever had sex with a partner who 
                               had a vasectomy? 
VISIT12MO                      In the past 12 months...did you have any 
                               visits to a doctor or health care 
                               provider? 
WEIGHT_CALIBRATED              WEIGHT_CALIBRATED 
WEIGHT_Total                   Normalized Total sample weights - 18+ 
                               general population  (N=2,312) 
WIDRAWAL                       Have you ever had sex with a partner who 
                               used withdrawal or 'pulling out'? 
duration                       Time spent in survey, in minutes 
samp_strat                     Sample stratum 
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